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Applying nudging techniques to 
promote fuel efficient car purchases
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• Classic policy instruments are often 
accompanied by low public acceptance (e.g., 
taxes, bans) and/or high costs (e.g., subsidies).

à Low-invasive (nudging) interventions find strong 
public support (Reisch & Sunstein, 2016).

Project
Background
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“Nudges are aspects of the choice architecture that 
alter people’s behavior in a predictable way without 
forbidding any options or significantly changing their 
economic incentives”

Thaler, R. & Sunstein C. (2008). Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness. New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press.

Low-invasive interventions
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• Using calorie labels in chain restaurants.

• Using traffic light indicators signaling healthiness of food. 

• Using defaults to increase green energy tariffs.

• Requiring active choice regarding organ donation on obtaining the driver’s 
license. 

• Translating information into familiar units to increase purchases of energy 
efficient products.

• Providing social feedback to reduce energy consumption.

Nudging examples
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Applying nudges to the car sector in 
Switzerland

?

?
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• How can low-invasive interventions (nudges) be 
effectively leveraged to promote fuel-efficient car 
purchases in Switzerland?

Project
Research Question

Identification Evaluation Dissemination
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Decision stages

Total 
choice 

set
Personal 
choice 

set Final 
choice

First stage: 
Reducing the number of 
choice options on the 
market to a limited 
personal set of options  

Second stage: 
Choosing one final option out of 
the personal choice set

Mueller, M. G., & de Haan, P. (2009). How much do incentives affect car purchase? Agent-based microsimulation of 
consumer choice of new cars—Part I. Energy Policy, 37, 1072-1082.
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Decision modes

Emotional Rational
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System 1 processing
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System 1 processing
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System 2 processing
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• Example 2 (policy): Presenting total costs of ownership 
(TCO, i.e. maintenance/fuel costs, taxes) on CO2 labels 
displayed on advertisements. TCO for low carbon cars will 
be potentially lower than those of conventional cars in the 
near future (BEUC, 2016).

Examples of possible nudges
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• Example 1 (industry): Displaying low carbon cars as 
default options on taxi (e.g. Uber Green), car renting and 
car-sharing platforms or using defaults in online car 
configurators to stimulate low carbon car purchases.

Examples of possible nudges
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Methodology

Top-down approach UniGE
Development of nudges
based on theory from
psychology & behavioral
economics taking into account
the impact of individual
differences.

Bottom-up approach UniSG
Identification and
improvement of existing
nudges applied in the transport
domain.

Empirical testing of 
nudges
Examining nudges for policy 
and industry by means of:
• Lab studies 
• Online studies 
• Field study

Theoretical contr. 
Research insights for:
• Psychology & behavioral 

economics UniGE
• Marketing & interdisciplinary 

sciences UniSG

Practical contr. UniSG/GE
Effective nudges for:
•Policy
• Industry
•Marketing & advertising

Phase 1 (10 months) Phase 2 (20 months) Phase 3 (6 months)
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Thank you for your attention!

Applying nudging techniques to promote fuel efficient car 
purchases

Dr. Ulf Hahnel
Consumer Decision & Sustainable Behavior Lab
Department of Psychology
University of Geneva
ulf.hahnel@unige.ch
www.unige.ch/fapse/decisionlab


